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now add nearly three million dollars a year to the public school budget.
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In The response to the wave of vandalism has been the call for "law and order" and increased police and stiffer penalties. So far, the only noticeable effect of such practices is a shifting of targets and an ever greater incidence of vandalism in the following year.
"But something must be done to stop it," comes the desperate plea from every corner. If vandalism is indeed "senseless," "wanton," "aimless," "malicious," and "meaningless"-labels typically ppplied-then it cannot be controlled. An effect without a cause does not fit into any systematic plan which could limit it.
Careful analysis of the history of vandalism and Its political, social
and psychological correlates provides a perspective into which issues of its possible suppression assume broader meaning.
The term "vandalism" is an emotive one which conjures up Images of rutliloss barbarians bent on destruction of society. It originates from the behavior of a C.ermanlc tribe, the Vandals, who invaded Western Europe and destroyed the art and civilization in the sack of Rome in 455 A.D.
But it is Incorrect to treat acts of vandalism as homogenous in pattern, agent, indention, or lack thereof. To do so, is a technique used by those threatened by such acts, typically property-owners and politicians, designed to set vandals apart from "normal people," thereby justifying coming down hard on these deviants. In the eighteenth century, some workers who destroyed factory machines were stereotyped as "frenzied," "mad," and "pointless."
Rather, they were part of the Luddite movement engaged in what they believed was a legitimate form of protest against the evils of the Industrial system.
Similarly, the property destruction which occurred during the racial disturbances in Watts, Newark and other American cities were labelled "mindless" until one noted the targets chosen were not arbitrary. The thaala la advanced that the antl-aoclal behaviors labelled as "vandalism" can be underatood in tarma of the eatabllahed nature of the social transactions between the individuala perpetrating auch acta and their aociety. Contrary to the popular notion that vandallam la "aanaalaaa," "mindless," or "wanton" behavior ia the view that theae acta of destructive aggraaalon reflect a variety of "rational" social-paychological cauaaa. Recognition of theae antecedents and the socialpolitical conditiona which help maintain vandallam leads to strategies of behavior control not baaad on greater daterrenta, law and order, or attributing the cauae to individual davlant pathological atatea, but rather to improving the quality of the aoclal-psychological environment in which we live. A field experiment is reported which auggeets that conditiona which promote feelings of anonymity lower inhibitions about engaging in deatructiva acta. 
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